
What’s His Point? 

Introduction- Church History & His Strategic Purpose 
 

Breakfast with Eckman – teaching and studying Theology rather than Narrative 

God has determined for His own reasons to reveal Himself through Story 

Through HIS STORY 

What we call today THE BIBLE – the Narrative of God 

The Narrative is THE CONTEXT where God reveals Himself 

 

Let me ask you a million dollar question 
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What is the point? In other words, what is God’s goal? 

Most often when I ask this question, the answer I receive is to BE GLORIFIED 

God does in fact desire to be GLORIFIED 

In other words – to be seen accurately, in His full glory 

But that is not His goal 

That is simply an extremely important MEANS TO A MORE IMPORTANT END 

God’s desire is relationship 

God exists in the form of the Trinity…the Father, the Son, and the Spirit 

And thus God exists in relationship to each other within the Trinity 

We were made in God’s image and we are to enjoy Him and reflect Him 

We only relate, and love, and trust, and all other good things because it existed before within the 

Trinity 

 

The Bible - The Narrative of God is a single contiguous story about: 

a) What God wants us to know about Him (i.e. read not a complete description but 

complete for us) 

b) What God wants us to understand about His desire to be close to us 

Unfortunately, because we read the Bible not as Story but as Theology 

We come up with all kinds of crazy notions about God 

These crazy notions are not supported across the Biblical Story, the Biblical Narrative 

But we hold to them tightly and then unfortunately pass them along to others with fervor 

 

WITH ONE HAND we read things in the Bible and do not question them 

And in the other we hold onto our personal theological view of our faith and God  

And MOST unfortunately few of us ever take the time to mush the clumps of mud together from 

each hand to see if they actually mix well 

That is what I am going to suggest we do over the next 5 weeks or so 

I am going to ask you to be willing with us, to have a strong enough sense of yourself and deep 

enough trust in God’s grasp of us to loosen your own personal grasp of understanding 

To be willing to examine some of your own personal Theologies before God 

To somehow try and relook for the MOST CONSISTENT view of God you have TODAY based 

upon what we see ACROSS the Narrative 

Looking thru a view box at the text versus letting the text consistently speak 

I realize there are non-negotiables…God is Sovereign, God is Omniscient, the Bible is the 

Christians authoritative view  



These are things we know unequivocally 

But even with these, what do we mean? 

God is Sovereign which many of us define as in control…but is He really controlling 

everything? 

God is Omniscient, but relationship is always within time…so what does He do in the moment? 

God is Creator…He sets the rules, but what are the rules? 

We treat certain characteristics about God as non-negotiables and miss the consistency approach 

all the time 

And we do so again mainly because the Bible has become a Book of Theology and not Story or 

Narrative 

We hold to understanding about God and seldom place them against the backdrop of the 

Narrative to see if they are accurate 

 

So that is what we want to do together these next 5 weeks or so 

But before we get into one particular area about God that I think the Narrative challenges, let’s 

take a quick look at Church History to see where some of our thinking comes from 

History 
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• 2500 years ago – around Isaiah prophesying Suffering servant 

Plato.& Socrates – introduced an intellectual explosion (like Christianity and Jesus), only 

150,000 people, geniuses everywhere, formulated a Philosophy 

� Concluded there was a deity, he was PURE thought and TOTAL SOVEREIGN 

WILL and PASSIVE 

� Cannot be anything like us = there fore he doesn’t  FEEL and he couldn’t 

SUFFER and he doesn’t CHANGE 

� greatest thing he could imagine was to look at himself and marvel – we would say 

his goal was his own glory – absorbed with his own beauty – they called this 

GOD – notice there is no Trinity there 

• Around 400 AD - Augustine came around and built upon this within the church 

� Immutable – unchanging – “Whatever is changing is NOT the most high God” 

 God NEVER changes His mind, His will is fixed from eternity past to eternity 

future 
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• In the 1200’s a man named Thomas Aquinas did a synthesis of Greek Philosophy and 

Christian revelation 

� wrote 2 books, 1 described the Unitary nature of God = One God, Perfect Will, 

Perfect Thought, doesn’t feel, doesn’t suffer, and His goal is to exist for His own 

Glory and the Catholic church which was now split from the Orthodox church 

approved it 
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• Early medieval church ran with this and concluded that there is One God and it can be 

proved, and THIS comes before ANY understanding of the Trinity 

� the Trinity is secondary to the fact that God is ONE 

• 1500s – Protestantism started 

� protested against Catholic church and a works based salvation 

� and against making church more important than Son of God 



� unfortunately they didn’t protest the synthesis of Greek thought and revelation, no 

one evaluated the root problem 

RESULT… 
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• Last 150 years – huge series of folks that said something is wrong and this isn’t how it 

started 

� Greek Orthodox = that split in 1000AD NEVER adopted the Catholic church 

Philosophy 

� guys like Carl Barth & Rahner attacked this GLORY kind of thinking 

� they said the RELATIONSHIP between the Father, Son, and Spirit is everything, 

THIS is the most important reality – and THIS is God’s goal 

Relational love between the Trinity is what drives everything, not His will 

This kind of church history and thinking has unfortunately distanced us from an accurate sense 

of God and from relationship with God and each other 

Again, if we view God as simply absorbed with His own Glory as if this is His main goal, we 

will come up with some very different conclusions 

But if we dedicate ourselves to the Biblical Narrative about God, we cannot miss how relational 

He in fact is all the time 

Relationship is WHAT DRIVES HIM 

His essence flows out of the Trinity 

And everything about Him flows from this point 

 

With that said, let’s start a journey to challenge our own thinking about God 

Let’s make sure we have the most consistent view of God always, as supported ACROSS HIS 

NARRATIVE WHERE HE HAS CHOSEN TO REVEAL HIMSELF 

In this 5 week, I want to look primarily at how this church history has affected our thinking 

Let’s ask a couple questions to start out 

First, how predetermined is The Story? 

If The Story is completely rigid and already all figured out, then what is the point of trying to 

interact with it 

But on the other hand, if it is completely random, then how are we assured this Story will 

actually happen 

I believe to properly understand the Story and God, we must assume both are true 

The Story is both Predetermined and yet allows for randomness all at once 

Or put in another way… 
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GOD IS BOTH RIGIDLY STRATEGIC AND RANDOMLY TACTICAL 

So that is what I want to explore over the next 5 weeks… 

God’s Strategic Purpose & His Tactical Flexibility 

And it is I think fundamental in properly understanding The Story… 

And thus understanding God and how He relates with us 

Unfortunately, I think the church has adopted a very imbalanced approach to HOW MUCH is 

predetermined 

And as we said before it is ROOTED IN GREEK PHILOSOPHY 

I personally now believe that many of the decisions that are made by God & us are actually 

flexible 



I believe that much of the future as far as our lives are concerned is undetermined 

Together with Dr. Eckman and Brian Fuery, I want to take you back thru The Narrative to see if 

you might possibly see something very different than you currently hold onto 

Thru Stories many of you have read MANY TIMES but somehow possibly missed because you 

have held to Theologies that might not be supported across the Sacred Narrative 

And again, if you are unwilling to examine your personal understanding before God, this will be 

a waste of time at best 

It’s funny; most of you hopefully will see that you already assume many of these things already 

in practice 

 

My goal is NOT to convince you 

But rather to get you to think…to MUSH your hands of understanding together to come up with 

the MOST CONSISTENT approach to understanding God 
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So, let’s look at a short Road Map 

• Strategic versus Flexible – in detail, OT and NT sweeps 

• Genesis 1-3 – to see how the chess game was designed to begin with 

• Philippians 2 – what is the most basic nature of God 
 

Let’s start by going back thru this concept of if/how much God changes 

By looking first at one side of God - His being Rigidly Strategic 

 

God - Strategically Purposeful 

First of all the Narrative clearly explains sometimes that God is rigidly strategic about certain 

things 

First, what does Strategic mean? 

Read – Big picture, read authority to make it happen 

One writer put it this way – “the plans of the powerful imposed from above in an all-embracing 

way” 

In this case, A predetermined plan of the Sovereign God imposed on mankind 

And this is extremely obvious when you read the Sacred Text 

God is the master chess player, and He will carry out His purposes NO MATTER WHAT 

And to be honest, again not that it will change anything; we need a God that is capable of this 

Otherwise His Story is just that, a story, and an IMPOTENT story at that 

The Bible is saturated with this concept 

 

So what is God RIGIDLY Strategic about? 

 

Again, we look back to the question, what is God’s goal 

To Build a Bride for Himself…to Redeem mankind 

Do you remember where the GREAT passage is where God enacts His plan? 

Genesis 12 

What were the elements of the covenant with Abraham? 

What was the real goal behind this plan? 

Has God backed off this plan? 



This is the most obvious example on a macro level 

God tells Abraham He will build a Nation through Him 

And through this Nation ALL NATIONS WILL BE BLESSED 

In the end, despite Israel’s unfaithfulness, God redeems and BLESSES mankind through 

Israel, i.e through an Israelite in the person of Jesus 

Jesus, an ethnic Jew, redeems and blesses mankind on behalf of Israel making God faithful to 

His covenant 

HIS STRATEGIC PURPOSE WILL NOT BE THRWARTED 

 

But this is NOT the only example obviously 

 

• In Genesis 15:13, God prophecies to Abraham that his people will be enslaved for 400 years 

• God’s determines He will deliver The Israelites out of slavery in Egypt 

• We know from the Book of Revelation God wins 

These are RIGID and just a short list of what God has predetermined 

He has made up His mind, and He will not back off 

We also know from prayers in the Bible that people tried to change God’s mind and His answer 

was NO 

God sets out Strategic purposes 

HIS STRATEGIC PURPOSES WILL NOT BE THRWARTED 

 

But this is not all there is in the Story 

Over and over and over again God displays a Tactical Flexibility 

A willingness to ebb and flow, to dance relationally with humanity 
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There are 39 EXPLICIT places in the Bible where God changes His mind 

And there are over 200 IMPLICIT times where God changes His mind 

And 50% of these passages include the statement “I intended” 

There are over 30 DIVINE REPENTENCE TEXTS 

 

And yet for most of us this is a new concept 

For most of us the whole plan is laid out ahead of time 

And for most of us the thinking is GOD NEVER CHANGES HIS MIND 

Again…this thinking is by nature a GREEK concept 

THAT is not the most consistent way to look at the text 

We must submit our definition of God to the entire Narrative self-revelation of God 

 

More often than not, we see a different side of God…the flexible One 

So for the next couple of weeks we are literally going to work thru the OT and NT  

We will walk together to challenge our own history and thinking 

The Sacred Narrative Reveals God…let’s make sure we have the best understanding of who He 

is 
 


